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Purva Meaning 
By 

, 
Prasasti 

B, CH. CHHABRA, Ootacamttnd. 

There are fossils in the field of linguistics, too, in the sense 
that a particular word, evidently once invested with a certain meaning, has, 
by the passage of time, lost it so completely that even lexicons p·rovide 
no guidance. 1 To recognise its past life, one has to collect specimens 

and subject them to compani.tive study. Such obsolete terms or petrifie1 

expressions, so far as Sanskrit is concerned, abound speciallr in old inscriptions'. 

Purva happens to be one such expression, and we propose to discuss it in the 
present note. t 

The term purva occurs in quite a number of ancient epigraphs in .a 
context where, as will presently be demonstrated, it cannot ·mean anything 
else but J,rasasti 'eulogy' or 'laudatory · poem', though nowhere has it 
been taken as such. Those who had to translate it or comment on it have 
taken it as an adjective, qualifying some suc.h word · as prasasti, which, they 
say, is understood and is to be supplied. The cumulative evidence of 
the instances cited below militates against such a hypothesis and tends to 

show that the word purva is a substantive and itself means prasasti in the 
given context. 

Before proceeding with the examples, we may observe that the inscriptions, 
so far discovered, containing the term under discussion, range in time · froni 
tl;ie 5th century to the 12th century A.C., and are scattered over a large area; 
comprising Nepal, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthiin Union, Madhya Bharat, Madhya 
Pradesh and Hyderabad. This mirrors the life-history, so to say, of the 
word Jurva in its peculiar sense of prasasti. Its sway was thus fairly 
extensive and lasted for a very long time. 

It may, in passing, be remarked that the term purva is found used _in 
early inscriptions in another context as well, namely in that of details of the 

1. In the Centenary Volume 0845-1945) of the Journal of the Ceylon Bra,ich of the 
Royal Asiatic Society, N~w S_erieo, :701. I, Colombo, 1950, pp. 33-5, Dr. E. J. Thomas deals 
with some linguistic fossils of a different type. He refers to the English equivalents of 
certain P a li terms, that emanated from pioneer Indologists and, though wrong and inadequate 
for rendering the original. have gained currency even among the present-day scholars. After 
pointing out, for instance, that the word dhamma (5kt. dharma) is often rendered by •Jaw' in 
English, whereas it really signifies 'teaching' or 'doctrine', he remarks _ _:. __ ."The term "law" is 

now a mere fossil. which originated befor!! the real meaning qf.. _t~,;- },\uddhis t teaching ot 

doctrine was known," 
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date of a particular epigraph-2 This may be akin to the Jiiirva discussed 
below, but it has been left out of consideration here, as it is not very material 
to the point at issue. We now proceed with-the rel~_vant examples. 

I 
Let us first examine the celebrated stone inscription of Mandasor 

(Madhya Bh~rat) of the time of Kumaragupta I and Bandhuvarman. Its 
object is to record the erection of and, later, repairs to a temple of the Sun 
by a ·guild of silk-weavers. It comprises as many as fortyfotir stanzas in 
various metres. It is a poetic work by one · Vatsabhat!i who introduces 
himself in the last hemistich thus : 

~ ~ ~ ef:..fa-r ~ill I 

meaning 'and this pr.rva has, with particular care, been composed by 
Vatsabbat!i.' Dr. J. F, Fleet, who edited the inscription, however, supplies 

the word prasasti!J, after piirvva in the hemistich cited above.3 This 

would imply that the poet, who had carefully composed the poem, 

omitted or could not fit in the word prasasti!J, where it was most 
peeded. Fleet's emendation could have been accepted, had the present instance 
been a .solitary one of its kind; \1/e have, on the other hand, more instances, 
some of which are more explicit on the point. It is, therefore, better to take 

the term Purva in the present context as a synonym of prasasti. 

II 
The date of the record just adverted to has been calculated to be 473 

A- C.' Tw·o more litbic records, not dated, but palaeographically of about 

the same period, Buddhistic in contP.nt, are found at Aja:r;ita iil Hyderabad. 
One of them occurs in Cave XXVI. It has been edited by Pandit Bhagwanlal 
Indraji and Professor G. Buhler. It records the excavation of the cave temple 
(Cave XXVI) by a Buddhist monk, Buddhabhadra by name, who himself is 
the composer of the Jiurvli, as expressly stated in the first half of the last 
verse \Verse 19): 

2. Dr. D. R . Bhandarkar has briefly discussed the connotation of the word pnroa in the 

Neu, fodian Antiquary, Vol. I 0938), pp. 142-3. His emphasis is, however, more on its use 

in.' connection with dates. He has recognised the fact that the word is a substantive and not an 

adjective. According to him, it denotes 'detailed order' or 'descriptive sequence.' vaguely 
applying to both date and eulogy. 

3. Fleet's Gupta Inscriptions (Corpus lnscript;-o,1111~ Indican,m, Vol. III , Calcutta, 
1888), p. 84 and fn. 2. Hi, translation, on p. 87 , accordingly, runs as follows: "and this 
(eulogy) that precedes wa~. with particular care, composed by Vatsabhatti." 

4. In fact, the record contains two dates, one for the construction of the temple and lhe 
other for its restoration. The first is the expired year 493 and tbe second is the expired year 
529, both according to the Mala vii reckoning, corresponding respectively to 437-38 A.C. and 
473-74 A.C. This latter is supposed to be the date of the inscription, too, 
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'and this j,t'asasti of Sugata has likewise been composed° by the self-same 

Adirya (Buddhabbadra).' 

This example teaches us further: Saugafi is an adjective derived from 

Sugiata, and it qualifies piirva which is clearly a noun here. 

Notwithstanding all this, the editors of the inscription have missed the 
true import and have treated the ptirwfi in the text quoted above as an adjective. 
It may be pointed out that the latter half of the verse has suffered damage 
and consequently a few words there have been lost to us. Buhler surmised 
that one of these lost words must have been :Pralasti. His note runs as 
follows : "it must remain doubtful if saugati or sat1.gatim is the correc.t 

reading. In tlie former case the word would have to be taken with prasasti!J, 
which doubtlessly stood in the last pada of the mutilated anu~!ubh ; in 

the latter it belongs to lokaci[ ,ita,h ]."5 He was more inclined to the 

former alternative, as is evident from his translation of the . passage : "And 
this Buddhistic [ inscription or eulogy], given above, has been likewise 
composed by the A.carya ... " 6 

Against this view, it may be observed that the addition of an adjunct 
like :Pi7n.,ii to :J,rasasti, as Bohler would have it in this instance, the who.le 
phrase reading . i;ya,ii :Ptirva Saugati J,rasastilJ,_ (in prose . order), is neither 
necei:rnry nor compatible with Sanskrit idiom. If, on the other hand the 

. ' 
v.·ord ptirvci is taken to mean :Prasasti, no such ungainliness arises. Io that 
case we would simply have i;ya,ii saugafi prrrva. 

The next illustration is a little more instructive inasmuch as the positi~ 
of the expression pZ:rvii there does not admit it to be interpreted as 'given 
above' or 'that precedes.' 

III 

The other AjaIJ.!a inscription occurs in Cave XVI. It has likewise been 
edited by Bhagwanlal Indraji and Buhler. Lately it has been re-edited by 
Professor V. V. Mirashi . It records the excavation of a cave-dwelling b~ 

Varahadeva, who was a minister of the Vakataka monarch Hari!,lelj& 
Appropriately rnough, a considerable part of the prasasti in the beginninc 
is devoted to the description of the V~kataka rulers of the Vatsagqlma. 
branch- In the very first vene, the composer of the inscription, after 
paying homage to the Lord Buddha, informs us of his object thus : 

~Sfffl~~I 
'I am going to utter a ptirvii, which contains ( also) the Hneage of kings.' 

5, Archaeological Surwy of W as /ur,i India, Vol. IV (Report on the Buddhist Ca vii! 
Temples and their Inscriptions , by Jas. B urgess , London , 1883). 134, fn. 6. 

6. Ibid., 136 . . 
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The poet of this fifirva displays a marked predilection foi: alliteration,· as 
pointed out by Mirashi.7 And he gives us a sample of it in the fourth pada of 

the very first verse fost quoted. It has, however, not been construed as we 

have done it. Naturally, one, who cannot even suspect that an ordinary 

w?rd like Jiiirva can be a noun synonymous with prasasti, would never 

construe the passage as we have done it. And, as we have remarked above, in 
the present context, the PTiroa cannot be re'ndered as 'preceding' or 'given above.' 
":JVe thus find that Bhagwanlal Indraji took it to mean 'early,' while Buhler, 
and, following him, Mirashi explained it by 'ancient.'8 

The reason why these scholars could not even suspect that the word 
Jiiiroa here might denote something different is obvious. The co_mpound 
k#tipa-anuf?Tiroi, which we have taken to be of the balmvr,hi type, can 

equally be taken as one of the tatjmrulia kind• In the latter case, it simply 
.means 'lineage of kings.' If bahuvr,hi, it signifies 'that which contains a 

lineage of kings.' In other words, the noun and the adj~tive in one construction 
change positions in the other. They took puf'va as an adjective and rendered 
the passage by "I shall describe the ancient succession of kings." We take 
it as a noun and translate the passage as "I am going to utter a PTirvli, which 
contains the lineage of kings." 

Let us now see as to which of the two explanations is more to the 
point, Apparently there is nothing wrong with the first one, In fact, this 

was the onl_y explanation possible as long as the possibility of the word Piirva 

meaning :Prasasti was not thought of. Now, with that possibility gaining 
ground, the other ·explanation has an equal chance. Nay, it appears even more 
acceptable : when we consider that the author of the inscription intended 
primarily to describe the minister's charity in a laudatory fashion and that the 
account of the ruling house came in only as a secondary something, however 
obligatory from the minister's point of view. This receives support from a 
t:cgnate inscription at AjaQta itself. This inscription occurs in Cave XVII. 
it has been dealt with by the aforesaid three scholars- It does not mention 
ptirv?i or :Prasasti, but has something els~ which amounts to that. As in 
the ca~e _of the inscription in Cave XVI. herein, too, the obeisance to the Lord 
Buddha is followed by the author's declaration as to his object, in the very 
opening verse, in these words: 

f.t~tt•'i!;llJm.J~~~~"TT ~'<1'1Sfttf.11f: ~ 119 

7 · Hy de,-abad A,-cliaeological Seri6 s, No. 14-Vakataka Inscription in Cave XVI at 
A jati!a, Hyderabad, 19H , p. 4. 

~; Ibid., _P· 13: F or BCihler's interpretation, see ASWI, IV, p . 126; and for Bhagwanlal 
Indr~J• s _rendenng, see ASWJ, Memoir No. 10 (Insc,-ij,t1ons from the Cave Temj,les of 
West.rm India , 1881}, p . 71. . . 

9. ASWI, Memoir No. 10, p. 73; ASWI , IV, p. 129 ; and Hyd. A,-ch. Suri es, ~ <.:1. 15·, p. 10. 
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'(b:,1 me) will set forth a description of the excellences of the pious donor of 

the vihara.' 

It seems that the ptirva1ii pravakshye_ of the one record stands ·paraphrased 

by the gu~ia-abhidhana-upanaya!J, kariiyate of the other. It is, after all, ·a 

'gutja-abhidhlif1a-upa11aya 'the presenting of a laudatory account' that is meant 
by prasasti and, _we may now confidently say, also by ptirva- This claim ·· of 
the latter is further substantiated by the illustrations that follow. 

IV 

The next instance, in chronological order, is afforded by a stone inscription 
hailing from a village near Hara.ha far in the north, in the Bara Banki District 
of Uttar Pradesh- The inscribed slab is now housed in the · State Museum at 
Lucknow- It has been edited by Pandit (later Dr.) Hirananda Shastri. It 
records the restoration and renovation of a S'iva temple by a Maukhari 

prince in Sa,hvat 611 1554 A. C.). The poem, consisting of twenty-three 
verses, is ·of considerable merit. Its author is one Ravisanti who introduces 
himself in the concluding stanza thus : 

FJTro1~: smrr ~~Z<fl~ifl I 

~~ ~ ~ U<i:OIPd-ti 11 

The translation of the learned editor, who, in common ·with other 
scholars, was unaware of the exact connotation of the word ,1,.- - • h 

Ft,rva 1n t e 
original. runs as follows : "Ravisanti, the son of Kumarasanti and resident of 
Garggaraka!a, composed the preceding [prasasti] out of regard for the king."10 
vVhile presenting the the text, he corrected the original purva into Piirvvya,11 
Now we know that neither this correction is necessary nor the word prasasti 
need be introduced in the translation, the j,tirvii itself standing for that. 

V 

... There is yet another inscription of the sixth century A, c. that affords 
us an in!'tance of the use of the term p~rva in the sense of prasasti. It is 
engraved on a rock, overlooking the Betwa, ancient Vetravati near D h . , eogar 1n 
the Jhansi District of Uttar Pradesh. It has been edited by Rai Bahadur 
Daya Ram Sahni. It records the setting up of images of the Sapt M- k- . . a atr as, 
the seven divine mothers, cut m a niche in the rock near the ins • t· · b . . . . . cr1p 1On • . y 
one S,vam.ibh_a!a. The mscnpt1on 1s a damty poem, significantly • . f . _ consisting o 
only seven verses . Its author 1s one Jata, as stated in the first half of the 
concluding verse : 

. . 10. Ej>igraj,llia fodic,,, XIV, .P• 1~0. 

11 . Ibid., p. 118, fn. 1. 
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The learned editor of the inscription, not knowing the exact sense of 
Purvva here, loosely renders it by 'foremost,' and translates the hemistich 
as follows : "This foremost (prasasti) was composed by Jata, the son 

of Yak~adatta."
12 In the light of the forf)going discussion, we may 

now translate the original by 'this eulogy was composed by Jata, son of 
Yak!;,adatta.' 

VI 

Of the seventh century A. c., we have three inscriptions, illustrating 
the use of Purva. All the three of them come from Rajasthan and are dated
The earliest of them is dated in Sa,h~at 682 (625 A. c.). The inscribed stone 

was found at Vasantagai;lh in Sirohi State. It refers itself to the reign of a 

king named Varmalata and records the erection of a temple of Durga, under 

the name of K~emarya. The inscription co~sists of twelve verses, followed 
by names of a ~umber of persons who formed a go.~(hi to which the construction 

is due. The last verse briefly mentions the names of the composer and the 
engraver of the inscription : 

~ ~. • -..- ] ~- 113 '"i"iifi,ijd cf ~'~'l t_ 'If."'..., ... 
'lo<fl~ltl, O<(vqj: ~TVIJIT •Wl!Jfu'Gili II 

'This Puroa of (i.e. composed by) the Brahmar:ia Divakara's son Dhurtarasi 
has been engraved, in extremely delicate letters, by Nagamm)c;lin.' 

The ins~ription has been edited by Bhandarkar. He has not translated 
it; nor has he expressed any opinion as to the significance of the Puroa 
occurring in the verse quoted above, though in his introductory remarks. he 
has referred to the inscription as prasasti.14 

VII 

A more interesting illustration is afforded by an equally short inscription, 
dated in Sarnvat 718 (661 A. C.). The stone sfab on which it is engraved was 
found somewhere in Mewac;J.16 and is now kept in the Victoria Hall at Udaipur. 
It has been edited by Professor F. Kielhorn. It records the erection of a 
Vi~r:iu temple by a lady called Yas'omati, wife of Varahasimba, a military 

comm~der under the Guhila king Aparajita. The charm~ng poem of twelve 
verses 1s modestly called, by its author, kavya-vitjambana m0ckery of a poem' 

12. EJ>ig,-aphia Indica , XVUI, 127 . 

13. Ib,d,. IX, p. 192. 

14. Ibid ., p. 189. 

15. According to Bhandarkar 's List of lt1 scriJ>tion8 of No,.tliarn India , No, :U, it came 
from Nagda in Udaipur State. 
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or 'an imitation poetry.'16 The same is referred to as purva in the last verse, 
wherein the poet .records the fact that it was engraved, in shapely and 

exquisite letters, by one Yas'obha!a : 

arJ'ijfiflf;srairta-or ~a-r-~ ~~1 1 

~~~ ~ a'c~'tUVlr f~iRJ II 

'This eulogy has been engraved, in clear and acute script, · by the young lad 
Yasobhata, son of Vatsa, ( and) grandson of Ajita.' 

The veteran editor in this case has likewise refrained from translating 

the inscription and has thus not expressed his opinion as to the meaning of 

Piirou in the verse cited above- He has, however, given us sufficient indication 

of the fact that he did feel something uncanny about it, · by drawing attention 

to the three instances, then known to him, of the similar use of the term 

pu1·vt1-17 He was evidently not satisfied with such interpretations of it a.c; 

'that precedes.' It need hardly be added that his suspicion stands vindicated 
now ; and the Gordian knot cut I 

VIII 

·One of the three instances quoted ·by Kielhorn refers us to t~ 

Jhalrapii!an (Jhii:I~war State in Rafasthan) inscription of the time of king 
DurgagaJ}.a. dated m Satizvat 746 (689 A. C,). It has been edited by Buhler. 
It records the construction of a S'iva t I b v k F . . . . . emp e y one oppa a. or our 
purpose, this mscript1on 1s the most illu • t· f •t • II d both , . _ _ . . mma 1ve ; or, 1 1s ca e 
prasast-i and pi,rva m its concluding verses It • h ·t tha·t . . • 1s, owever, a p1 y 
Buhler bas slightly m1srea~ the very crucial word purva and has thereby 
misinterpreted the express1_on ~-herein it occurs. The prasasti consists of 
thirteen verse~- Verse 12 gives information about its composer and verse 13 
informs us of its engraver. In the former the com •t· • II d p ' st• 

. • , POSI 10n IS ca e rasa .. 
and in .the latter, 1t 1s referred to as Purva The t f II · wo verses run as o ows : 

... !«ft~ • ,:,. 
~ ~ "\. 81~T~'- atcfiii}~ ~ [: I Js 
tf:;;ra~ Sfiffmmm1:. sr=i-r~a'- atfq- ltt~~a-r 11 

This sort of minimization of the merits of one's own .
1
. . • 

16. . compos1 10n 1s quite common among 
Sanskrit poets. Compare the wistful utterance of a certain poet : 

;p.rn fq- cfief<f: ~<P1: o/-J<lf M" '<f <1>r~ «rm: I 

~~~~ij ~ ~~fa~ar~111,i)fi:J tr ~~= 11 

17_ hp- Ind., IV, p. 32, fn . 4. Tbe three instances pointed out by .Kielhoro correspond 

to our Numbers I, VIII and XII. 

lS. The original does not have visarga and the single da1,1tfa, marking the half of the 

G1ti. In that case the omission of visarga is quite grammatical, foJJowed as it is by a ra. 
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'81"3M4 ~[a-1q)l9 ~(~)~(or)'O -eft'im I 
~ q(lJQT20(;\");{{ '{oqT fc(~fij[i(J II 

The reading of the last quarter is clearly as it is given above, but Biihler 

read it as J>urwa-viiniina-scilina, which makes a world of difference . He takes 
· · I ·t b ' ho the whole of 1t as an attribute of Yamana. He not only trans ates 1 Y w 

was able to understand the original,' but also einphasis~s the point by adding 
an explanatory note, saying: "pr.rvaviincinasalina, lit. 'who is able to 
completely understand the preceding,' apparently indicates that the mason 
was a person versed in Sanskrit."21 It needs no showing how wide of 

·.·the mark Buhler has been in this exposition. 

The two verses may be translated as follows: 

"And this prasasti has been composed modestly, in pleasant, popular, 
significant and melodious words, by BhaHa S'arvagupta." 

"This purva has been engraved here (on the stone) by Acyuta's son 
Yamana, an intelligent ( and) experienced mason". 

IX 

Another instance that hits the nail on the head is afforded by one of 

the early inscriptions in the neighbourhood of Kli!mal).<;lu in Nepal, jointly 
edited by Bhagwanlal Indraji and Buhler. The particular inscription that 

employs the term under discussion is dated in the year 153 of the Har$a 

era, corresponding to 758 A. C. It records the dedication of silver lotuses 
by the members of the royal household to the Lord S'iva. It is a long and 

beautiful poem, consisting of thirtyfour verses, of which, we are informed, 
five are composed by the king himself and the rest by one Buddhakirti • 

~1$1-l. '1"il ~ m~ ef:.rai;r_ snir-r {Wf ~ 1 

~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ .:~ 1122 

Ag?-in, the learned editors of the inscription have taken the word p r:irvli 

here as an a.djective and considered the noun prasasti to be understood ; for , 

their translation runs as follows : "With the exception of five verses, which 

the clever prince himself composed right well, Buddhakirti, out of affection 
for .the king, wrote the above original (eulogy),'28 To us, the last three 

;words of the verse mean 'this unique eulogy.' 

19. This portion is not clear on th bl " bed e pu 1s facs imile. facing page 180. lmfiatt 
A1it iqtmry , Vol. V. 

20. T his orthographical mistake is noteworth y. 

21. I nd. Ant .. V, 182 and fn . 

22 _ Ibid. , Vol. IX, 180. 

23. Ibid ., 18;:!, 
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X 
Another clear instance is provided by a damaged stone inscription from 

Sakrai in Jaipur State of Rajas than. It ·remains unpublished to this day, but 
has been noticed by Bhandarkar:24 It is supposed to be dated in S<imv'at 1055 
(998 A. C.). We happened to examine an estampage of it. In its last verse, its 
composer gi'ves his name in these words : 

~ f.r{f.f(!, ~r ~,~m 1 

'This Piirva has been composed by Varaha of small wisdom.' 

XI 
Yet another telling instance is found in a Kalachuri record of about 

the eleventh century A. C. This one comes from Bilhkri in the Jabalpur 
District of Madhya Pradesh. It is a prasast·i of composite _character, two 
separate compositions (one by S'rinivasa and the other by Sajjana), having 
been welded into one by a S'aiva .Acarya, Aghorasiva by name, the" whole 
running into more than eightysix verses. It has been edited by Kielhorn. It 
records the erection of a S'iva temple by the queen Nohala, wife of the Chedi 
ruler KeyTiravar~a, and its subsequent dedication, at the hands of their son 
Lak~mal}araja, to the S'aiva ascetics of the Madhumateya sect. 

The welding is indicated by a prose passage-teneya,h prasasti!J 
,,;ahgatim anita-after verse 83. And verse 86 informs us that the prasasti 
was written out (on the stone) by Nai and was engraved by Nonna: 

~~ ·ij -ni--nm A~ ,n~ 1 

Q~91.,;1.flv;:y 'idWa"loo,i II 

Preceding this, we have another Arya, thrown in as verse 85, evidently 
composed by one Kayastha Siruka, wherein the Prasasti is referred to as 
purv'ii. The second hemistich of this verse reads: 

~~if.8'lm ~'tl'~'tl'~ 'tl'il 

' 'May this composition - this fame, this eulogy - endure as long as the 
creation.' 

The way the author of this eloquent couplet has laid special emphasis 

on· the contents and the merits of the poetic production by giving it three 

different significant appellations is really remarkable. 

The three conjunctive cakaras, employed right in the classic style, 
clearly indicate that three distinct objects, though referring to one and the 
same thing, are intended. Yet, the learned editor of the inscription, missing 
the sense of Purvii here, took only two: krti for 'composition' and purvli 
kirti for 'the preceding eulogy.' He has l~ft the third cakiira unaccounted 
for. It is certainly not a mere expletive in the present instance.26 

24, No. 97 of D , R . Bhandarkar's L ist of J,.s,·rij,tio11 s of N orthc r11 India . See a lso the 
P-rogress Report, A r chaeological Sur,:ay, li'ostern Circla, 1909- 10, 57 . 

25. Ej,. Ind .. I, 270. If the sense taken by K ielhorn were reall y intended, t he a uthor 
could very well have said krti••ca J,nrvil j,ras•a s tis•c,r , to a \'oid a mbiguity. 
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to conclude, iet us notice one Ihbte instahce. The iriscl'ipti6ii is found 
in the Sasbahu temple at Gwalior in Madhya BMtat. It is partly damaged. 
it is dated in Smiivat i 161 (1104 A. t.). .it has been edited by Dr. E. Hultzsch. 
It records the construction of a S;iva temple, though iis author appears to 
be a Jaina ascetic of vast erudition, as he calls himself Nirgrmitha,iat'ha. 
The purva consists of twentyfour verses. In verse 23, we have : 

•••••••••••••••••• ~~~: I 

~: ~ddi:fif.ldltfiiJ ~ ~iii 
~ itai~ ~~ ~ ar.t: . "1~=t~~<1 .. 1,n 11 

'the illustrious monk, Yas'cideva by mtme, who is the leader of the Nifgtatithas, 
( and) .who is a veritable abode of fine arts, over which are ( /iuHering) the 
flags of his poesy in six ( differe,it) languages, composed this PTirva.' 

Htiltzsch has not translated the inscription, btit iti a note lie says : 
"Probably the ,vord Prasastim has to be supplied with piirviini eM1n:•is By 
now, however, we know that such a suppiemerit is not called for. 

Oonclusi<Jn 

'fhe cumulative evidence of the dozen instances, cited above, iitustrating 
the peculiar use of the word purva in inscriptions from various places and 
various periods drives oh·e to the conclusion that it did dnce signify 'eulogy' 
and was syiiohyinous with pras1asti. 

It has not been possible for us to extend our search to the field 
::>£ literature on this patticular i!lsue, though there are indicationsi'i 

26, t nci. A 11l. XV, 202. footnote 10. 

27 • For example, see pr,rova~, pras•asti~i gi ,·en a, a ,·ariant reading under s-itsiinani 
iii Bli!l\'s Kltda,n&att (Nir\layasagara Press, 7th ed.; 1932, p. 225, fil. !I), in the 
desetiption of Candraplga's !figaw;-aya. It appears to.at certain expressions in this description 
were not properly understood. We have already shown (Siddha-Bhllrati, Pt, I, P• 39) that 

kurv_~n klrtanani _is not to be understood as hari-gu1:,1a-gll11l111i k11rvan •singing praises of 
~an a,_ the.~c~oli_a,ls ~-o~ld have it, but means •building tempies'. Now it is significant that 
rn the d,g-w1aya dllsctipttoh, this .furt>an 1ttrt«hlhii shouM bl! folli:rwed oy lakRliJlfli s·asttMfii 
•i:ausibg charters M be written.' Ol coune, thl! eh!ctioh 6f tempJeg was usually follewed by the 
donation 0f ·lands for which copper charters were given to the danees ; but one would expect 
something else also, such as setting up stone inscriptions, j,ralJ'astis giving poetic descriptions 
of the buildings as well a, eulogi,ing the piou, builder. It may, therefore, be suspected that 
Bar.ia Bhatia originally did write something like 11/foklutyati pnroa{, ii.ner >euHiiitl ~frlatliini, that 
some copyist later on added Pras•asti{, as a gloss to J,nrutt{, to explain this less familiar term 
and that later copyists or collators eliminated the whole clause as something superfluous, 
thinking that writing or engra,·iog of some sort of documents after all was expressed by the 

lekh«Yai'i s-t1stff1ani, 
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that some corroborative material may be found there as well. 

Postscript 

After this article had been complet~d, we came across another instance 
of the use of pt:n/ii in the fense of Pras'asti, which is unique inasmuch 
as it occurs in a prose passage, whereas all the examples cited above occur 
in verses. It is found at the end of a partly damaged inscription, dated 
Sa,iivat 547 (490 A. C.), which has not yet been published. The passage runs 
as follows : f.in~ ~ ~ 1111mf;;ra;r u;,iS'll•fl"~ 'and this eulogy 
bas been written by Aparajita who meditated on the feet of (or who enjoyed 
the favour of) Rajaputra Gobha!a'. It may be observed that the writer has 
purposely avoided the sa,idhi between purva and Aparajitena, so that we 
may have no ambigu ity whatsoever about his name being Aparajita. The 
composition of the inscription proper is in verse. 
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